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EDITORIAL ETHICS

1. Publication and authorship:

Polifonías  Revista  de  Educación  establishes  that  authors  must  respect  the  rules  regarding

publication:  the publication of  the same article  in  more than one magazine is  prohibited,  the

repeated  publication  of  the  same  article  work  by  the  author  (in  whole  or  in  part)  and  the

misappropriation of the work of other authors.

2. Responsibility of the author:

The authors' originals will be subjected to a blind peer evaluation process. Polyphonies Magazine

Education aims that all authors of articles have contributed significantly to its developmentand

that the personal  and institutional  affiliation data  included in them be real  and authentic.  All

theauthors who are required to provide corrections and retractions in case of errors and to send

to the journal a transfer of rights and a letter of originality.

3. Peer review and reviewer responsibilities:

The judgments of the evaluators of Polifonías Revista de Educación will be objective and will not

conflict with interests regarding the research, the authors and / or the entities belonging to the

authors. In In this sense, the magazine confirms that the reviewed articles will be treated with

confidentiality.

4. Editorial responsibilities:

The  editors  of  the  magazine  assume  full  responsibility  by  rejecting  or  accepting  an  article.

Likewise, the editors confirm that they have no conflict of interest with respect to the articles they

reject  or  They  accept  and  will  only  accept  an  item  when  they  are  reasonably  certain  of  its

authenticity. Whether they find errors, the editors will promote the publication of the corrections

or the retraction, preserving the anonymity of the evaluators.

5. Ethical issues in the publication:

The ethics of the publication process will be supervised and protected by the Editorial Board of

Polifonías Revista de Education based on the maintenance of the integrity of academic data. The

magazine will always be willing to publish corrections, clarifications, rectifications and apologies,

when necessary, assuming that no plagiarism or fraudulent data will be published.


